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My mission is now complete have explored in

some detail the ultimate human experience of several

performers with different skills The exact reason for

the zonal experience remains unexplained paraphrase
statement known to all of us We know that its

place but map wont get you there

Bannister Roger The Four Minute Mile Dodd
Mead and Company New York 1955 1981

Michael Seidel Ted Williams Baseball Life
Contemporary Books Chicago 1991

Csikszentmihalyi Mihaly The Psychology of

Optimal Experience

THE FATE OF FRANKLIN

March 1999 Frank Louis Blair Koucky III

Thirty years ago heard the English group
Pentangle sing beautiful old English ballad called
Lord Franklin with cryptic theme of brave men lost

Twas homeward bound one night on the deep
Swinging in my hammock fell asleep

dreamed dream thought it true

Concerning Franklin and all his gallant crew

With hundred sailors he sailed away
To the frozen ocean in the month of May
Seeking passage around the poles
Where we poor sailors do sometimes go

In Baffin Bay where the whalefish blow
The fate of Franklin no man may know
The fate of Franklin no tongue can tell

Franklin alone with his sailors does dwell
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And now my heart it gives me pain
For my lost Franklin would cross the main
Ten thousand pounds would gladly give
To find an earth that my Franklin lives

from Lord Franklin English folk song

The words and melody haunted me as few tunes can
Years later the Canadian historian and folksinger Stan

Rogers who sadly died in an airplane fire at

Cincinnati Airport wrote song called Northwest

Passage explaining the mystery

Seeking gold and glory leaving only ragged bones

And long lost lonely cairn of stones
And for lust one time would take the Northwest Passage
To find the hand of Franklin reaching for the Beaufort Sea

Tracing one warm line through land so wide and savage
To make Northwest Passage to the sea

from Northwest Passage by Stan Rogers

have series of engraved Victorian maps of

North America showing the far north from 1840 to 1857
looked as the song said westward from the Davis

Strait In my earliest maps North Americas far

north was simply blank white paper place where the

carefully graved lines tracing islands and bays
stopped but by 1857 the maps were complete There in

my maps found the hand of Franklin reaching for the

Beaufort Sea in an explorers legacy of new lands and
sea

The Franklin Expedition of 1846 was the greatest
official voyage of discovery of its day and its end the

worst single disaster in the history of exploration
mystery and horror as great as if two space probes led

by John Glenn and an all-star crew of astronauts
vanished forever on the dark side of the moon Entire
nations rallied to the task of trying to bring home to

Lady Franklin wonderful rescue and though some
terrible details finally came through to this date the

resting place of Franklin and his two ships and the

story of the last days of 129 brave men is barely
known
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In 1846 huge wind-driven wooden sailing ships
carried Britains trade with the far pavilions of

Empire and such ships needed another route the Holy
Grail of nautical exploration the Northwest Passage
Elisha Kanes biographer in 1857 said the discovery of

passage to the East Indies by the North Pole thus

obtaining much more direct route than by doubling the

distant and stormy Cape of Good Hope is one of those

utopian and fanciful conceptions which have charmed

and deluded the imaginations of nautical men during
several centuries Until the opening of the Panama

Canal ships would have to go around the Capes or
although the Northwest Passage was found where Franklin

said it was it was blocked by ice all year round

In 1844 the usually penny-pinching Admiralty
funded special expedition to the north to chart the

desolate waters of the Davis Strait to find and sail

through the Northwest Passage claiming it forever for

British trade and security Trumpeted by the press
with all the publicity of modern advertising

campaign the Lords of the Admiralty sought out an

exceptional man to lead such voyage With political
connections huge public approval Arctic sailing
skills and knowledge of the North John Franklins life

of adventure had somehow led him to that moment in

time

He was very unusual man in many ways Born in

1786 nearsighted nor wealthy and rather fat John

Franklin could easily have been sorry joke in his

early years for he is said to have had slowness
that may have masked what we would now call learning
disorder He overcame this by am amazing diligence
brilliant memory and an exceptional warm and friendly
nature that made friends of nearly everyone who knew

him Although never quick his tutors soon found that

he could use his incredible memory to tediously solve

any problem put in front of him once he memorized the

formula His absolutely methodical problem solving was

flawless even in celestial navigations advanced

spherical trigonometry calculation nightmare in

those days without computers when slate chalk
sextant chronometer and almanacs of planetary solar

and lunar conversion tables had to find ships
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position on the endless seas of still-unexplored
world

His early slowness in sports he turned to grim
and bearlike strength and he became an excellent

wrestler skill that stood him well in the schoolboy
fights that he was forced to fight Like many
ambitious boys without fortune he went to sea in

1800 at age 14 for it was in the Navy that fortune and

glory could be found for the brave and lucky making

acting lieutenant in 1807 at age 21 In his early
career he fought bravely in two famous battles the

Battle of Trafalgar in 1812 aboard the famous

Bellerophon under Vice Admiral Collingwood and Captain
John Cooke and the Battle of New Orleans in 1814 as

well as other smaller actions Young Franklin is said

to have killed with his bare hands an armed enemy
sailor from boarding party while aboard an East India

Company merchant ship and was wounded several times in

battle always good mark on young officers record

The plump friendly and slightly bald Lieutenant

with the thick spectacles advanced rapidly in wartime

navy He had genuine kindness to his men and

despised the brutal floggings often seen on the ships
of his day rarity in world in which seamen were
viewed by many as an expendable commodity to be used up
in pursuit of any goal listed as living or dead on the

ships inventory like so many casks of salt beef

In 1818 Franklin volunteered as second-in-command

on bold venture by the Navy to test theory that

naval ships might sail through the ice all the way to

the North Pole commanding HMS TrentT in Captain
Buchans unsuccessful polar expedition There he

proved his resolution and ability to command in

difficult sea duty as series of vicious storms and

crushing ice nearly destroyed the ships even in summer

It is difficult for us to imagine that in 1818 the

British Admiraltys cartographers actually thought it

might be possible to sail to the North Pole but this

was only 14 years after Lewis and Clark headed west
Maps of even North Americas lowest regions included

imaginary mountain ranges like the Porcupine
Mountains of Illinois and great rivers that were never
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there while the geography of the far north was even
more vague merely white place on the map The far
Northern Territories were the new frontier of

oceanographic exploration and horror for navigators

modern edition of Duttons Piloting and

Navigation has an entire chapter on the difficulties
of polar navigation describing magnetic storms and

compass anomalies the useless chronometer as time

zones merge within only few hundred miles and the

failure of conventional Mercator projection charts at

the pole Celestial sun sights fail without visible

sun or horizon and the conversion tables from

navigational almanacs do not apply Modern captains
have navigational radar and electronic depth sounders
computer chart plotters linked to global positioning
satellites GPS to show position speed and heading
inertial compasses to steer by and weather satellites

to show approaching storms If there is trouble they
can summon air rescue with an emergency beacon EPIRB
broadcasting exact locations via satellite or call for

help on the radio

All this came too late for Lord Franklin who had

only blank charts of an unknown land and sea no
workable almanac of sight tables handmade sextant
windup chronometer set long ago to Greenwich Mean Time
and knotted lead line with heaving weight filled
with tallow to take his soundings

Looking north again Franklin offered to lead
small expedition by river and land from western
Hudsons Bay to the Arctic Ocean called then the Polar

Sea an unknown distance through an unknown land Of

he went in May of 1819 an inexperienced traveler with
nineteen men and an amazing will crossing thousands of

terrible miles through Saskatchewan to Lake Athabasca
in birchbark canoes then north to the Great Slave

Lake then north again along the difficult Coppermine
River route to survey the areas now called the Canadian
Northwest Territories above Saskatchewan and Alberta
He returned safely in 1821 by forced march after the

food gave out living on abandoned crushed reindeer
bones boiled and dried hides and lichen writing as
the insides of our mouths had become sore from eating
the bone-soup we relinquished the use of it and now
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boiled the skin He also brought home horrible
stories of murder an execution and cannibalism among

group of his French voyageurs

Telling of hunger he wrote of partridge the
doctor tore out the feathers and having held it to the

fire few minutes divided it into six portions
and my three companions ravenously devoured our shares
as it was the first morsel of flesh any of us had

tasted for thirty-one days unless indeed the small

grizzly particles which we found occasionally adhering
to the pounded bones may be termed flesh This proved
that unlike the French he hadnt eaten his travelling
companions The public was absolutely delighted with

such tales and were rightly awed by the overland
distance he had traveled in the wilderness
staggering 5500 miles

The press declared Franklin an Arctic hero for

merely surviving at all with worldwide reputation as

the man who ate his shoe leather to stay alive while
his professional survey of the far eastern reaches of

the Arctic Ocean proved to the Admiralty that there
could be real Northwest Passage He was rewarded

with promotion to Post Captain in 1822 and married

Eleanor Porden the next fall publishing his successful

Narrative of Journey to the Shore of the Polar Sea
in 1823

Considering that 5500 miles in the North had made
him an expert 37 year old Captain Franklin submitted

plan for an overland expedition down the MacKenzie
River to the Bering Straits He had learned two vital
lessons from his first expedition Dont use
birchbark canoes and Take enough food not to starve
For his MacKenzie River trip he designed and had built
three strong wooden boats the longest just 25 feet by

feet essentially wooden canoe capable of carrying
three tons of supplies

Franklin excited about the trip in February of

1825 was faced with terrible choice between family
and duty for his new wife was dying of tuberculosis
and had with her his eight month old daughter Eleanor

urged him to go saying she could not rest unless he

saw his mission through She gave him silk Union
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Jack she had made herself charging him not to unfurl
it until he crossed the wilderness and reached the
Polar Sea He with many misgivings said his good
byes and sailed away His courageous wife had held
herself to life only long enough to see him off and
died six days later as he knew she soon must He had
learned his Arctic lessons well for the expedition
went north without any problems and the boats worked
better than hoped for

Discovering new island as he reached the sea

after 1200 miles by boat he sadly unfurled his wifes
little flag writing will not attempt to describe my
emotions as it expanded to the breeze however

natural and for the moment irresistible felt that
it was my duty to suppress them and that had no

right by an indulgence of my own sorrows to cloud the

animated countenances of my companions.T

He wintered over near the Great Bear Lake at

place the expedition against his wishes named Fort
Franklin This time he had enough food and he explored
the next year between British and Russian Territories
near the land of Alaska called Sewards Icebox when

acquired later by the United States In July of 1826

he recorded how Inuit hunters who were then called
Eskimeax tried to plunder his boats All

explorations completed safely and very well in

February of 1827 he headed south accompanying his
associate explorer Dr Richardson all the way to New

York where they were given heros welcome as honored

guests at scientific institutions and as celebrities in

the New York press

Returning to England he found more glory waiting
Gold Medal from the Geographical Society of Paris an

honorary doctorate from Oxford and soon fine

marriage to Jane Griffin only three years after the

date of his first wife She became Lady Jane Franklin
when he was knighted on April 291829 and he became
Lord Franklin

His hope of advancement came but in period
between major wars the best the hero got was command
of 28 gun frigate HMS Rainbow for three years on
the warm Mediterranean Station In 1836 Lord Franklin
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accepted the rather difficult post of Governor of Van

Diemans Land now Tasmania remote penal colony off

Australia He set about reforming the very cruel
conditions he found stopping the floggings and slave
labor which made the life of deported convicts so

hopeless and breaking up the illegal sale of convict
labor He also tried to stop the killings of

aborigines who were then hunted down with dogs and

exterminated much as was being done to the tribes of

the American West He won rights for convicts but

made an enemy of the Colonial Secretary who eventually
had him removed from his governorship by false claims

Returning to England in early 1844 he tried

valiantly to defend himself by telling the truth about

Tasmania though few in England cared bit
discouraged Franklin set about rebuilding his

ambitions and his path to the future was to look to

past success to the frozen North and the sea again

His lifelong friend Sir James Clark Ross returned
in 1843 from scientific voyage to Antarctica and the

public clamored for more adventure to read about Two

stout ships for exploration waited at the dock and the

Admiralty had grand idea in mind voyage to find

and sail through the Northwest Passage Although
overweight and discouraged by the Tasmanian politics
he was the publics darling still and man the

Admiralty felt they could trust both politically and

at sea

There could not have been better choice
Franklin took on the dangerous job of commanding the

voyage but also the far more tedious job of

outfitting the ships and the selection of officers and
crew Endless lists of supplies instruments food
clothing gear and replacement parts for the ships had

to be filled properly for there was no hope of

resupply in the remote waters they were to visit

The ships chosen were the strongest possible two

former Tubomb ships HMS Erebus and Terror each

designed to carry immensely heavy mortars and their

explosive ammunition into shallow waters for the

bombardment of forts in siege from the sea the

bombs bursting in air of our Star-Spangled BannerT
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They were triple planked for strength sheathed in

copper fastened with admiralty bronze and most

important built in every dimension with huge flawless
timbers many times the strength needed for normal

ships the scantlings needed to stand the hammering of

huge shells being fired continuously from their decks
able to stand the icebergs the heavy seas and even to

be frozen into solid pack ice to winter over if needed

Satisfied with his ships after refitting Franklin
then added what was his finest idea coal-fired
steam furnace built into each one Fire is the deadly
enemy of ships but the crews had to have heat in the

Arctic so Franklin had the steam engine of small
locomotive dismantled and built into the heart of each

ship fired by hard black anthracite steam coal and

capable of safely heating each ship for years on the
tons of coal loaded in the ships special coal bunkers

The proud crew were all volunteers offered half

again the normal pay for special dangerous service and
the officers were hand picked by Lord Franklin for
skills he needed and for an ability to get along
total of 134 men and officers to go into the common in

the British Navy and American merchant marine

Three years food and supplies were obtained by the

Admiralty to strict specifications but the contract
for tinner meat fell to firm that had never done this
work before the proverbial lowest bidder The Navys
mainstay of boiled beef was salted and soldered inside
tin cans much like Spam is today the bacteria killed

by heat and the meat preserved by airtight canning
newly patented improvement over the old naval practice
of storing beef in wooden casks of strong salt brine
Despite protests in writing by Franklins supply
officer that the beef was of unknown quality and the

soldering substandard the ships were forced to accept
the huge supply of tinned meat decision that may
have spelled their ultimate doom Unknown to the

Admiralty in its haste to complete the contract the

tinning firm had accidentally used the wrong solder
sealing up three years worth of food with poisonous
lead-based solder instead of the Admiraltys carefully
specified tin In addition the high temperatures
required destroyed much of the meats vitamin content
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not usually problem if the diet could be supplemented

by fresh food but source of malnutrition if eaten

continuously for years

Departing on May 19 1845 in fine summer weather

Franklin steered his two ships across the North

Atlantic dropping off five sailors too ill to continue

as he took on more supplies from another ship off the

coast of Greenland It was the last he was ever seen
at least by Europeans and the Erebus and Terror
vanished forever into the Davis Strait

At first no one in England was concerned by the

long silence that followed as allowing ship to be

deliberately frozen into the ice was normal practice
in Arctic exploration and Franklin had food and

supplies for years Many expected Franklin to simply
sail straight through the Northwest Passage next

spring sending word of success from Alaskan waters in

early 1846 after single winter Another winter came
and went and all the world expected message in the

summer of 1847 Lord Ross and Lady Franklin full of

foreboding argued publicly that as no word had come
after two winters relief must be sent in 1847 to

arrive in time Few in the Admiralty listened and it

was too often pointed out that the famous Ross

Expedition had survived four long years frozen in the

ice Franklin had proved his Arctic skills time and

again causing Admiralty overconfidence but after two
winters the people of England began to clamor for

rescue to depart Still the Admiralty delayed sending
help

Meanwhile on Franklins ships the unthinkable had

happened Sailing easily into the Davis Strait in the

autumn of 1845 the two ships had carefully explored
down the coast of Baff in Bay and stopped off Beechey
Island as winter came on strongly At this point they
did what they planned to do allowing the two powerful
ships to be frozen side by side into the seas ice as

the salt water froze over working continuously through
the long winter to keep ice from building up on the

rigging and trying to keep up morale in their tiny ice
locked world They had plays newspaper books
comic skits and good food Church services Christmas

pageants and Guy Fawkes Day celebrations broke the
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monotony while poetry readings Shakespeare and

friendly fencing and boxing matches added collegiate
atmosphere to Franklins ships Musical instruments
and well-rehearsed glee-club style singing added to the

festivities while special deserts like figgy duff
cheered the long winter for an intelligent and humorous

young crew Regular lessons in nautical subjects were

impressed on midshipmen as well

Three sailors died in that first long winter
probably of pneumonia and their graves were cut into

the solid permafrost of Beechey Island in Januarys
terrible cold It is estimated that each seven foot

deep grave took about fifty hours of labor with picks
chipping away the ice bit by bit The ships carpenter
built beautiful polished coffins and the dead sailors

were carefully dressed in their best clothes arms
crossed on their chests An engraved metal decorative
shield telling the mans name and ship was nailed to

the casket The entire ships company would have stood
in the winter dark shivering with heads bowed against
the Arctic wind while Admiral Lord Franklin wrapped
in his fur expedition parka read by brass oil lamp
these oddly prophetic words from the Church of

Englands Order For The Burial Of The Dead

Lord let me know my end and the number of my
days that may be certified how long have to live

For am stranger with thee and sojourner as

all my fathers were spare me little that may
recover my strength before go forth and be no more
seen

Many years ago had the experience of stepping
into full Arctic gale in Iceland crossing from an

airplane to shelter at sixty degrees below zero in

fifty knot wind It was February and inside the Arctic
Circle the night is perpetual the black opposite of

four months of Midnight Sun had to cover my mouth

so my lungs didnt freeze and use the same gloved hand

to cover my closed eyes as the fluid of human eyes
freezes solid in only few seconds at windchill of

over 120 degrees below zero producing instant
blindness With the other gloved hand held the guide

rope to the hanger stepping out into the darkness and
blast of air far colder than falling through frozen
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lake into ice water In 1853 Dr Kane of the U.S Navy
recorded 78 degrees below zero at Franklins last known

location There is no insulation that can stop such

wind and cold no protective gear that can hold onto

life and warmth for long

The sailors scratched together tower of flat

stones in the dark and covered the graves with

flagstones against the marauding polar bears as

monument to their lost comrades and it was this cairn

that led rescuers to the site years too late These

were to be the last formal burials conducted for the

Franklin Expedition and within three years the rest of

the men were fated to lie unburied on the ice or lost

beneath the frozen sea scattered to the Arctic winds

by fluke of weather that meant their total

destruction for to the horror of those who had waited

through the long cold winter in 1846 no real spring
that ever came

They were trapped in the ice summer of Arctic
cold came after the black winter and the ice melted

briefly allowing few miles of freedom for the ships
to travel down the Peel Strait where they were frozen
in again off the bleak coast of King William Island
Each day the crew explored toward open water
exercised maintained the ships and waited hopefully
but an early winter began to descend and the ice

continued heavier than ever For Franklin who could

hide even the deepest grief for the missions sake the

onset of this second winter must have been devastating
Only the strength of the ships and their excellent

supplies gave courage to the crew as surely the next

spring they could sail free to glory through the

Northwest Passage

As the sun disappeared for four long months the

grim reality of life in the ice set in The endless
diet of stale canned beef and white flour biscuit
served in darkness began to produce serious medical

problems as scurvy and other vitamin deficiencies

weakened the icebound crew The ships had become

prison but still they carried on bravely held

together by the discipline and resolve of great
expedition Month by month the lead solder on the
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cans leached into the food slowly poisoning the entire
mission over second winter

None of this was known for hundred and fifty
years until 1985 search party opened two of the

graves on frozen Beechey Island for an autopsy of the
dead sailors showing lead level of three hundred
times what is considered normal Modern researchers
examined the opened tins from Franklins dump on the
island duly counted and verified by Dr Kane of the
Grinnell Expedition in 1850 some six hundred poisonous
cans showing the bad solder and three perfectly
preserved frozen dead sailors with lead poisoning

Lead poisoning kills slowly damaging the nervous
system and producing symptoms similar to mercury
poisoning the Mad Hatters Disease of those who
worked with another heavy metal Those who die of lead

poisoning die painfully of lingering destruction of the

brain losing their memory and their motor skills
losing their ability to make rational decisions to

solve problems and finally even to walk talk and eat
It is believed that the latter Roman Empire was plagued
by lead poisoning from sweetened wine and that dementia
such as Nero exhibited may have been symptom It is

similar death to death by arsenic but slower and
more subtle at first The human bones recently found
at the end of Franklins crews trail show lead levels
so high that some of the men would have felt terrible

impairment and pain In world where navigation is

nearly impossible at best where compasses spin
aimlessly from magnetic storms in white world without

maps or landmarks brain damage from lead poisoning was
final stroke to the lost crew

Continuing in the ice through their dark second
winter of 1846-47 Lord Franklin lived to see another

disappointing spring in which no thaw came He is said
to have died aboard his ship on June 11 1847 under the

Midnight Sun and was perhaps buried at sea through
crack in the ever-moving ice or perhaps if the

gruesome Inuit legends are believed was kept locked in

his cabin preserved by the cold The ships had
continued to drift in the moving ice sweeping slowly
along the shore of King William Island The loss of

their leader must have been shattering blow to his
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men for as long as Franklin lived there was hope of

escape for in health he was fully capable of leading
the men on land or sea even thousands of miles to

safety

Facing third winter in the ice the winter of

1847/48 without hope or leader with food and fuel

running low and painfully ill from lead poisoning the

men must have felt terrible despair as the darkness

came on again Still they held on waiting for

rescue that never came Without Franklin their only
chance was to sail out in the prayed-for spring thaw
but tragically again nature closed the door

Again in the spring of 1848 the thaw never came
and the ice kept the ships locked in For reasons we

will never know the decision was made to try to walk

out in early spring Perhaps the last hope for rescue
had gone perhaps the ships were being crushed by the

pressure of the ice perhaps the last cans of meat had

gone bad perhaps the coal or the water had run out or

perhaps the surviving officers failing reason told them
that this was their only chance or the men mutinied at

last It matters little why the decision was made but

the attempt was made when on April 25th 1848
according to letter found years later 105 men the

only survivors tried to walk out According to modern

western sources al the survivors left the ships but

there is another little known Inuit hunter story that

says that many men stayed with the ships an account
not known by historians until 1989 when local
traditions were published by David Woodman Recently
more has been told in local publications at Resolute

Bay and posted on the internet Surely some of these
tales from the oral tradition must be correct as by
then many sailors must have been too weak to walk or

too far gone from scurvy and lead poisoning and other
illness The Inuit say the ships continued to drift
until they were crushed against the solid ice far away
with one ship drifting in the ice to the north shore of

King William Island an area that has never been

searched and the survivors off the ships held out on
the Island for long time burning their masks and

spars for firewood and finally dying one by one of

cold or illness
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Another Eskimo tradition is ship of the dead
story of recently abandoned ship steered ashore on an

island in Queen Maud Gulf full of dead men in their
bunks including very large man in locked cabin
perhaps Franklin himself The Inuit left the dead and
looted the ship for metal finding strangely enough
large supply of unopened cans of meat

Back in England by 1848 the Admiralty finally
realized that something had gone wrong and ordered
relief expedition Offering huge reward of 20000-
pounds for anyone who found the lost Franklin or

10000-pounds for conclusive news the search was on
Lady Franklin Ross and the press had pleaded for such
an effort over 18 months before and now it came too
late Two large ships arrived in the Davis Strait in

the spring of 1848 under Ross command but returned

forlornly home with no news at all in November of 1849

after two summers and winter in the north with six

more men dead in the search second Admiralty relief

party had headed north overland in 1848 walking east

along the coast from the Mackenzie River and like

Ross found no clues Franklin had simply vanished
from the earth

Fifteen British expeditions set forth in 1850 and
the years that followed joined by others such as the

U.S Navys First Grinnell Expedition of May 1850
The motivation was purely humanitarian and out of the

loss of Franklin came the first international

cooperation between Britain and the United States
nations at war less than generation before war in

which Franklin had fought against Americans The world
was haunted by gruesome images of the lost sailors and
Dr Kane physician on two American rescue attempts
said that even in his dreams and often in his waking
hours he seemed to hear the feeble and melancholy
moans of the imprisoned and ice-bound wanderers
appealing to him from far across the frozen wastes to

hasten to their rescue while life yet remained within
their shivering and emaciated frames and his Grinnell

Expedition told of the amazing meeting of four

squadrons of search vessels in the Davis Strait the

Resolute Intrepid Assistance Pioneer Lady
Franklin Sophia Advance and Rescue all met
in the spirit of charity generosity and heroic
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endurance for the alleviation of the suffering of

others

In April of 1848 survivors tried to walk to

safety dragging heavy wooden longboats loaded with

supplies atop sledges and ridiculous excess items that

still puzzle researchers heavy boats full set of

silver spoors and forks five clocks heavy books
writing desk and tons of useless naval gear load

more than any men could stand It is hard to imagine
the task they faced and the destination chosen was at

least in retrospect the wrong one as it was not

possible for them to walk thousand miles to the

south If the officers believed Franklins dream that

the Northwest Passage was just ahead and indeed it

really was the correct path should have been an
unencumbered and much shorter hike westward to the

Beaufort Sea where whaling ships and Russian traders

regularly wintered in the ice

Unable to communicate with some native hunters

they met the expedition may have fought with them
charge denied vigorously by the descendants of the

Inuits who say today that the claim against their

friendly people was based only bad translation of

Norwegian searchers tale but even the friendliest and

most peaceable hunters might fight crazed group of

starving madmen who tried to attack them first real

possibility One Inuit tale is that here on south King
William Island the last of the men died weakened and
out of food Here at trails end the scattered bones
of 11 sailors lie on the frozen ground according to

modern forensics including those of cabin boy about

twelve years old

recent expedition to this camp has uncovered

convincing evidence that the last survivors probably
resorted to cannibalism at the end as shown by what

appear to be knife cuts on human bones the same bones
that prove the lead poisoning These cuts are taken by
some to be possible evidence that the local natives

slaughtered the sailors as the old story went but the

Inuit deny it vigorously Cannibalism is more likely
very real chance among starving men but another

explanation put forth for the first time is that the

11 sailors may have been killed with knives or
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officers swords in quarrel or mutiny when the leader
was dead and the food was almost gone The anatomical
chart assembled by researchers of bone cut locations
looks more like sabre fencing target than butchers
chart with almost all slashes on the upper body
shoulders and hands exactly the wounds knife or
sword makes in combat particularly if the victim is

unarmed and tries to stop the sword with his bare
hands The legs protected by heavy trousers and

parka received few cuts unlikely if this is

butchers job If the 11 men here died by violence
from friend or native hunter then survivors may have

gone on yet further If not this may be the final

camp few more of the poisoned tins were left there
these ones showing failure of the seams leaving only
spoiled meat for last meals Cannibals mutineers or

Inuit victims the end of those eleven men is still
unclear

In England the publics concern for their hero
was all-consuming now that the mystery was known and

published in the press Grand Moving Panorama of

the Arctic Regions was set up in Londons Leicester

Square where thousands of Londoners lured by Search
For Franklin handbill could view what Franklin must
have seen sentimental drama on the topic was

published which have actually read finishing with
the happy return of the lost expedition Strangely
two psychics wrote down the expeditions real fate
even drawing reasonable maps as to the location of the

dead

In the summer of 1850 the stones marking the

graves on Beechey Island were found by searchers with

grave marked telling of one crewmans name
mentioning that he was from HMS Erebus The rescuers
tore down the cairn hastily hoping to find letter
from Franklin explaining which way he had gone
common practice with explorers but none was found and
there the mystery closed tight for the rescue

expedition There were no ships no signs of life no

letters no clues as to Franklins plans or condition
Of the six 1850 expeditions none found more but
Robert McClures expedition searching from the west
went through the Bering Strait and finally found the

real Northwest Passage exactly where Franklin said it
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would be closed to shipping with ice Indeed some

still believe the icebound Erebusll and TerrorT were

eventually carried through it frozen in the moving
ice

In 1853 the Admiralty still with no word
officially declared all 129 men dead by removing their

names from its books at least clearing the way for

Navy pensions In 1854 the truth finally came to

England with John Rae Hudsons Bay Company explorer
who had wintered north of Hudsons Bay and heard

terrible story from an Eskimo hunter large party of

white men dragging wooden boats had starved to death

in the far north on King William Island The hunter

wore hatband from the Franklin expedition and at

Raes request other Eskimos brought in many small

Franklin artifacts Rae won the sad prize of 10000-
pounds from the British Government but it was not the

end of hope in England Lady Franklin was furious for

Rae had failed to bother to visit the sites to search

for survivors real possibility if Inuit stories are

true

Lady Franklins forlorn dreams of rescue still

went on and in 1857 she funded rescue ship of her

own the Fox with 25 men led by Leopold MClintock
an experienced seaman who took up the search at King
William Island He searched north of the Boothia
Peninsula where in February of 1859 he encountered

Inuit hunters wearing naval buttons who produced
Franklin relics for rewards They told the story of

men starving on the island and ship being sunk In

May of 1859 he found the first human skeleton sailor
from Franklins crew His lieutenant found more
cairn containing sheet of paper with message from

May 28 1847 saying that all was well with the

expedition and later message from April 27 1848

saying Franklin had died and twenty four others were
dead as well with the survivors headed south toward

the Great Fish River It told how both ships were

trapped in the ice and unable to break free and is the

only communication from the expedition ever found

Following the route MClintock found 650 pound
sledge abandoned with 700 pound boat on top
containing two skeletons and useless baggage The
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survivors had gone south leaving their dead as they
moved along It was this tale that Lady Franklin heard
in September of 1859 when the bad news reached her as

the last expedition came home It had taken over
thirteen years for her to find that the man she loved
was dead

Here the trail ended for hundred and forty

years with Lady Franklin still looking north and the

mystery unsolved Modern expeditions of recent years
have investigated the final site found so far and
started more searching of the bleak expanses of King
William Island while scientific research in 1985

showed the lead poisoning by opening the frozen graves
of Beechey Island graves discovered to hold the best

preserved bodies in the world for research into

pollution and the health of the past century The next

step in the puzzle is to follow the leads now appearing
from native Inuit hunters families whose descendants
have only recently told and posted on the internet

family stories of Franklins ships passing north of

King William Island with large numbers of men still
aboard and photos of large timbers cast up on the

northern shore

Some Inuit stories cast doubts on the letter

brought back to poor Lady Franklin in 1859 If large
numbers of survivors really stayed with the ships then
the letter is wrong perhaps coverup for mutiny
perhaps just well-intentioned attempt to give peace
to Lady Franklin perhaps cruel hoax or plant by
publicity seeker better explanation is that men

simply returned to the ships after the letter was
written or the note was simply second-hand account

by an officer writing down what he had been told

happened Perhaps the Inuit are wrong and only the

dead remained on the ships drifting on alone on the

ice Only the remains of seventeen men were ever
found eleven at the final site three on Beecheys
Island and three found by MClintock leaving 112

still missing Perhaps some day remotely operated
research submersibles will find the Erebus and
Terror in the deep water where they lie or more

graves will be found or another cairn of stones this
one with sealed box and real letter from Franklin

telling the rest of the story or the logbooks of the
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Erebus and Terror in watertight tins Of the brave

men lost close with the words of modern expedition
leader John Harrington Nothing can take away from

the accomplishments of these men They endured

unbelievable hardships no one can fault them for

making every effort to survive The weather was too

cold and the rescuers were too late May they rest in

peace

THOSE BLLACKBURNS

March 15 1999 John Caldwell

There is an old thought that you shouldnt look

too hard into your familys past you might find horse

thief Well found something that if true would be

far worse

The project began innocently enough had the

information on my parents and their parents so

started on the great grandparents and their families

Mary Blackburn Caldwell my great grandmother
was one of thirteen children by Edward Ned Blackburn
and his wife Lavinia Neds father had come to

Kentucky about 1784 and built fort in what was to

become Woodford County near Lexington

Apparently the family did well Ned was an

attorney but was best known for breeding race horses
and raising prize cattle He built big brick home

near Spring Station Ky to house the growing family

My great grandmother and her husband settled on
farm in Owen County Ky and quietly raised family
There wasnt much quiet about some of her siblings
however

Well study two of them Luke and Jo It is

doubtful if Kentucky ever produced brothers more


